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34%

 

   Grocery shoppers are making    
52% fewer trips, in line with 

recommendations from the CDC 
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Grocery Shopping during 
the COVID-19 Pandemic 

of U.S. shoppers said they are now 
wearing a respiratory/face mask in 
public places (+20% from end of March)

However, online grocery is thriving, 
with 51% of shoppers placing an 

order in the past 4 weeks   

Shoppers are satisfied with their online experience  

Shoppers are also doing 
their part to support 
local restaurants 

% of U.S. shoppers who plan to buy 
restaurant meals in the next week

...but now have comfort 
foods on next week's list

Sweets 
 

Take-
 Out

Shoppers initially 
stocked up on... 

 Paper Products

Canned Foods

Shelf Stable Foods

#1
#2
#3

Frozen Pizza

Salty Snacks

#1
#2
#3

Drive-Thru Carry-Out Delivery

38% 36%
24%

Please tell us how satisfied you are overall with the online grocery order(s) you placed in the past 4 weeks

% Very or 
Extremely 
Satisfied = 

75%
 +11% from 

end of 
March

Extremely

Very

Moderately/
Slightly

Not at all

33%
of online grocery shoppers made their   

1st ever online grocery order in the     
past 4 weeks due to the outbreak

39% 43%
ordered grocery items 
online for store pick-up

ordered grocery items 
online for home delivery



 

Please tell us how likely you are to do the following once the pandemic is over?

12%

Facebook.com/AcostaSales

Twitter.com/AcostaSales

Instagram.com/acostasalesandmarketing

linkedin.com/company/acosta
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As We Move Forward... 

Shopper concern over the COVID-19 
outbreak is escalating, especially 

among older households     
(Boomers 8.6) and those in the 

hardest-hit areas (NE Region 8.8)

SOURCES: Acosta Custom Shopper Surveys, April 3-7, 2020; March 20-29, 2020; March 6-12, 2020 
 

 

April 3-7, 2020

8.2

1=Not at all concerned           10=Extremely concerned

March 6-12, 2020
6.9

1=Not at all concerned           10=Extremely concerned

% Saying Extremely or Very Likely

What might post-pandemic life look like?

Focus on people first - shoppers and staff; ensure enhanced safety through no-touch 
transactions, like self-checkout and Apple Pay
Recognize changing shopper attitudes and behaviors and adapt quickly by offering assorted 
comfort foods and snacks in addition to essentials
Ensure the retail digital shelf and e-commerce strategies are prepared for the accelerated 
shift to online grocery demand  
With staying at home likely remaining strong in the months post-COVID, ensure convenient 
shopper "solutions" centered on meals and self-care
Accommodate lower-income shoppers who are getting relief to buy food via stimulus 
checks; they may be looking to trade down and leverage promotions 
Seek ways to lift shoppers' spirits: spring has sprung, grilling season is here, graduations 
and birthdays must still be celebrated! 

68%

47%

31% 58%

56% 37%

said it's likely that their grocery 
habits will return to normal

are likely to do more online grocery pick 
up or delivery than they did before

are likely to return to the same eating 
out routines that they had before

are likely to make less trips to the grocery 
store and stock up more when they go

are likely to eat at home more 
than they used to for a while

are likely to go back to restaurants 
but probably do more take-out


